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Maestro Dardi (sec. xiv) ALIABRAA ARGIBRA dal manoscrito I.VII.17 della Biblioteca
Comunale di Siena
Quaderno del Centro Studi della Matematica Medioevale, No. 26. Edited by Raffaelle Franci. Siena
(Centro Studi della Matematica Medioevale). 2001. 299 pp. Gratis
Sometime prior to 1344, an imaginative abbacist from Pisa, named Dardi, created the first general
method to solve the cubic equation of the form x3 + (bx)3/2 = c. By setting x3 = y2, he translated the
cubic equation into a quadratic, easily solved by completing the square. Once the values of y were found,
he squared them to be led to the cube roots of x. Thus Maestro Dardi created a method for solving a
cubic equation more complex than x3 = c, the first correct method in the history of algebra that began
with al-H
˘
wa¯rizmı¯. Dardi’s method with several examples lies in his Aliabraa Argibra, now available in
Italian.
The volume is the work of Professor Dr. Raffaelle Franci, cofounder of the Center for the Study
of Medieval Mathematics in Siena (for your copy, write to her c/o Dipartimento Matematica Roberto
Magari, via del Capitano 15, I-53100 Siena, Italy). Pages 37–297 are a transcription of the text written in
volgare toscano (ca. 1470) and housed in MS I.VII.17 of the City Library of Siena. In maintaining fidelity
to the work of the copyist, Professor Franci used the same accents, abbreviations, spellings, and capital
letters found in the manuscript; a few slips of the copyist are corrected within acute parentheses. What I
would call “regional linguistic differences” are notable between the Siena MS and (at least) the Arizona
State University (ASU) MS. Franci notes that the latter was written in volgare del Nord d’Italia, of
which I have several pages transcribed by Warren Van Egmond and supplied to me for another purpose.
For instance, c. 41 in the Siena MS begins Quando li numerj sono eghualj alli cubi e a R di cubi, tu
dei partire li numerj per la quantitàa˘de cubi, e quello che ne viene serba da parte. The ASU copy has
Quando li numeri sono uguali ali chu e a R/ de chu, else vole partire li numeri in laquantitade deli chu
non mentoadi aver R/ e quello chene viena salva. Clearly the sense is the same. Linguistic analysis of
the extant manuscripts (listed on p. 3) may prove to be a fruitful ground for research. Let us now turn to
Franci’s Introduction.
The Introduction is divided into four parts and an Appendix. The first part (pp. 3–6) fixes the title and
date of the tract and discusses four known Italian manuscripts and one Hebrew translation by Mordecai
Finzi. The translation and the ASU manuscript identify November 1344 as the time of writing, a date
lacking in the Siena MS. The second part, a detailed analysis of a treatise rhetorical in composition
save for the abbreviations R (root), C (cosa = x), Ç (censo = x2), Ç di Ç (x4), has two sections. The
first (pp. 6–11) treats roots with special attention to rational numbers and terminology used by Dardi to
signify arithmetic operations. Dardi notes that roots may be discreta (rational), indiscreta (irrational),
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a + √b
c + √d =
(a + √b )(c − √d )
c2 − d .
The second section (pp. 11–21) of part 2 analyzes the algebra, beginning with the equations so
well known from al-H
˘
wa¯rizmı¯’s work. Dardi then creates geometric terminology to match the
algebraic notions of unknown, square, and cube (lunghezza lineale, anpiezza superficiale, and grossezza
chorporale, respectively), which is used with geometric figures to clarify algebraic concepts. Having
been prepared to multiply complex binomials, the reader is led through 198 problems which are solved
by “194 regulari e 4 irregulari” equations, each described by rule and example in extensive detail. The
reader comes to appreciate even more the convenience of our modern generalizations when the list of
regular equations is viewed in the appendix, the irregular ones being discussed in detail by Egmond
[1983]. Franci is careful to illustrate how in explaining the solution of a typical equation Dardi applies its
technique with suitable modifications to a series of similar problems. She concludes the section with the
observation that whereas the methods for solving the four irregular cubic and biquadratic equations may
seem to be erroneous (they are not readily generalized), they are in fact correct for the problems posed in
the text. The treatise does have a solid logical structure, and Dardi, as Franci remarks, shows his mastery
of algebraic techniques.
The third part of the Introduction looks at our text and others in Italy in the 14th and 15th centuries.
Acknowledging Fibonacci’s seminal work, Franci reviews the sets of equations from the Tractatus
algorismi (1307) of Jacopo da Firenze and the Libro di ragioni (1329) of Paolo Gerardi, both written
in Montpellier, and two others based wholly or in part on the works of Jacopo and Gerardi. A list of six
manuscripts containing from 33 to all the problems in our text closes this part. The fourth and final part
spells out her rules for transcribing the manuscript.
Professor Franci is to be congratulated for making this version of Maestro Dardi’s Aliabraa Argibra
available to historians of mathematics.
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